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Some Basic Mathematical Elements On 
Steel Heat Treating: Modeling, Freeware
Packages And Numerical Simulation
By J. M. Díaz Moreno, M. T. González Montesinos, C. García Vázquez, F. Ortegón Gallego & G. Viglialoro

Every year since 2007, in June, a Modeling 
Week is held within the master program of  the 
faculty of  Mathematics of  Universidad Com-
plutense of  Madrid (UCM) in cooperation with 
the Institute of  Interdisciplinary Mathematics 
(IIM). During this week, students work in small 
groups on real industrial problems proposed 

by companies under supervision of  one or two 
qualified instructors. As it was announced in 
2013, the main purpose of  the VII Modeling 
Week was to promote the use of  mathematical 
methods and models in research, industry, in-
novation, and management in the knowledge 
economy. That year, Prof. Ortegón Gallego 

was invited to the seventh edition of  this event 
as an instructor of  one intensive course on the 
subject. “Some mathematical models and nu-
merical simulation of  heat treatment of  steel.” 
During this course, the basic elements of  the 
mathematical modeling of  steel heat treating 
were described, a very simple 3D model was 

The basic elements of the mathematical modeling of steel heat treating, for the heating-
cooling industrial procedure applied to a helical gear.
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considered, without taking into account me-
chanical effects, for the heating-cooling indus-
trial procedure applied to a helical gear (Figure 
1). Then we perform some numerical simula-
tions of  this model according to the industrial 
heating technique: induction or flame hard-
ening. To do so, we provide the students with 
some efficient noncommercial software pack-
ages, namely Freefem++ ([1]), MEdit ([4]) and 
gmsh ([6]).

Freefem++ is used for preprocessing (build-
ing the tetrahedralization of  the helical gear, 
the coil, etc.) and processing (in order to obtain 
the numerical approximation). Freefem++ also 
provides the user with some tools for postpro-
cessing, mainly for the graphical representation 
of  the solution of  2D problems, but it is more 
convenient to use gmsh for the solution of  3D 
problems. MEdit is a useful package for 3D vi-
sualization and can be used within Freefem++ 
whereas gmsh should be run in its own session.

INDUCTION HARDENING OF 
A HELICAL GEAR
There are many industrial hardening procedures 
for gears. This may depend on the size of  the 
gear and on the final purpose of  the workpiece. 
Induction hardening is a very general procedure 
widely used in the manufacture of  gears. It can 
be applied in different manners ([2, 3, 12, 13]): 
(a) total induction around the workpiece, by the 
use of  a coil surrounding the gear, or (b) local 
induction, by a tooth-by-tooth or a gap-by-gap 
techniques. In the first case, the encircling coil 
hardens the teeth from the tips downward. This 
pattern may be acceptable for certain types of  
gears such as splines and some gearings. Another 
induction technique producing a uniform con-
tour hardening makes use of  multi-frequency 
induction ([8, 9, 10, 12]).

Depending on the workpiece geometry and 
size, the heating stage can be accomplished by an 
induction procedure or by direct flame. Induc-
tion techniques have been successfully used in 
industry since the last century. During a time in-
terval, a high frequency current passes through a 
coil generating a high alternating magnetic field, 
which induces eddy currents in the workpiece, 
which is placed close to the coil. The eddy cur-
rents dissipate energy in the workpiece producing 
the necessary heating. Figure 2 shows an induc-
tion machine during the heating process applied 
to a gear; we can see the coil encircling the gear.

In this paper, we first consider a helical gear 
encircled by a coil (made of  copper) as shown in 
Figure 1.

In our numerical simulations we have con-
sidered very simples models for both, induction 
hardening and flame induction of  a helical gear. 
We have not taken into account mechanical ef-
fects describing the deformation of  the work-
piece and have kept only the dynamics of  the 
austenite and martensite phase fractions. For 
more complete models, the reader is referred to 
[5, 8, 10, 11].

The mathematical model is divided into two 
stages: (a) heating, and (b) cooling. During the first 
stage, heat is produced by electromagnetics, let-
ting pass a high frequency current through the 

coil. Here, the main variables are the electric po-
tential, the magnetic potential, the temperature 
and phase fraction corresponding to the austenite 
transformation. At the beginning of  the cooling 
stage, the current is switched off, and the work-
piece is aquaquenched; main variables in this 
stage are the temperature and the phase fractions 
corresponding to austenite and martensite.

BUILDING A 3D TRIANGULATION OF A 
HELICAL GEAR
This section is devoted to the tetrahedralization 
of  a helical gear. As it was stated above, we only 
use noncommercial software: Freefem++, Tet-
Gen ([7]), MEdit and gmsh.

Freefem++ is an integrated software for ob-
taining the finite element method numerical so-
lution to boundary value problems for PDE of  
the elliptic type. By means of  some semidiscreti-
zation in time scheme, Freefem++ may also deal 
with parabolic/hyperbolic evolution problems. 
This includes problems arising in solid mechan-
ics, fluid mechanics, plasma physics, etc. This 

Figure 2: Induction hardening machine at work during 
the heating process applied to a wheel gear. Courtesy 
of the Stiftung Institut für Werkstofftechnik - Bremen, 
Germany .
(Foundation Institute of Materials Science. IWT Bremen)

Figure 1: A specimen of a helical gear. Typical setting of the coil and the helical gear for induction hardening. 
These pictures have been obtained by using the postprocessing software gmsh [6].

Figure 3: The gear base. The outer boundary is 
parametrized according to (1).

Table 1: Number of vertices, triangles and tetrahedra 
in each of the three meshes.
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software can be freely downloaded from the Internet (http://www.freefem.
org/ff++/index.htm) and it is fully documented ([1]). Though initially 
developed by O. Pironneau (Laboratoire Jacques-Louis Lions, Université 
Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris) in the 1980s, today it is maintained by F. Hecht, 
(Laboratoire JLL).

The first thing to do is a triangulation of  the gear base. The base has two 
borders, namely, a tooth boundary and an inner circle. The way to produce 
the tooth boundary is to use a truncation of  a cosine function oscillating 
around an outer circle. Let R be the outer circle radius, then a parametriza-
tion of  the teeth is of  the form

      
(1)

where d(t) is an oscillating function. For instance, if  we want a m-tooth 
gear we may take

     
 (2)

where l is the amplitude. Notice that, in order to produce a flat tip and bot-
tom, we are also truncating the cosine by 20% its height and depth (Figure 
3).

To start up, we load some necessary packages for 3D meshes.

Then, we introduce some useful parameters.

Here comes the implementation of  the functions like (1) describing the 
boundaries.

The inner boundary is just a circle.

Finally, we generate the mesh. Notice that the number of  the 
boundary points on the border circle1 is negative. This means 
that this arc is traversed clockwise and this results in a hole inside 
the domain. Also, the directive fixed border=1 means that during 
the automatic generation of  the mesh, the original points on the 
boundary will be vertices of  the triangulation. This is a very im-
portant issue when dealing with 3D meshes.

Figure 4: 3D mesh of base, inner cylindrical wall and lid of the gear.

Figure 5: 3D mesh of the gear tooth surface.

http://www.freefem.org/ff++/index.htm
http://www.freefem.org/ff++/index.htm
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In order to build the gear mesh, we need to generate a 3D mesh of  the whole 
workpiece boundary. In this case, we may distinguish four different surfaces: the 
base, the lid, the cylindrical inner wall and the tooth surface. Thus we build a 
two dimensional mesh in 3D for each of  these surfaces. Then we stick out these 
meshes together forming a closed 3D mesh of  the gear skin. This closed 3D 
mesh is used as a datum to generate the final gear tetrahedralization via TetGen.
   Here we transform the 2D mesh Th into 3D (flat) objects, namely the base 
(Thbase) and the lid (Thtapa). These surfaces are assigned the reference num-
bers 76 and 77, respectively.

Then we generate the cylindrical inner wall. To do so, we first build a 2D 
rectangular mesh and transform it into the desired 3D mesh with reference 
number 79.

We stick these three meshes together, just to see that everything is OK. You 
can do so by saving this new mesh in a file that can be read with gmsh (or 
you just can call MEdit).

Figure 4 shows the resulting mesh Thprogress. In the same way, the lateral tooth 
surface is obtained by a suitable transformation of  a 2D rectangular mesh.

Now we may stick out the four surface meshes together to produce the full 
gear skin (Figure 6). Notice that the contact points must fit in well.

Using the 3D skin mesh GearSkin as a datum to TetGen, a straight gear 
tetrahedralization is generated (Figure 7).

The final step is to produce a twist onto the straight gear mesh resulting in 
the helical gear mesh shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6: 3D mesh of the full gear boundary.

Figure 7: 3D tetrahedra mesh of a straight gear obtained with TetGen using the 
closed 3D boundary in Figure 6 as a datum.
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Remark: We have not explained every Free-
fem++ keyword appearing in these scripts. Most 
of  them are self-explanatory but there are many 
fine points and keywords that admit their own 
different options. To learn more about this, the 
reader is referred to the various documentation 
available on the Internet (see, for instance, [1, 4, 
6, 7]).

In the same way, we may generate a 3D tet-
rahedra mesh for the coil. Figure 9 shows the 
3D skin mesh of  the coil-gear setting. Finally, we 
need a large enough set containing both, the gear 
and the coil. This set is where the magnetic vec-
tor potential is to be computed during the heat-
ing stage. We may choose the shape of  this set 
as simple as possible, for instance, a box or cube. 
Figure 10 shows the whole setting cube-coil-gear. 
Table 1 gives some information about the three 
generated meshes. It took Freefem++ 0.016275 
seconds to compile the script and 2.92382 sec-
onds to execute it on a MacBook Pro, taking into 
account the time spent on transferring the mesh 
files to the hard disk.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section we show some numerical simula-
tions using the meshes and setting described in 
the previous section. The heating stage takes Ta 
= 5:5 seconds and the frequency is ! = 900 Hz. 
The cooling stage takes another 9.5 seconds, that 
is Tm = 15 seconds. 

Figures 11:(a)-(f) show some numerical results 
at two different instants of  time, namely at the 
end of  the heating stage, t = 5:5, and at the end 
of  the cooling stage, t = 15 for the austenite, mar-
tensite and final temperature. As it is expected, 
induction hardening heats up the gear from the 
tooth tip downward, so that the whole tooth is 
austenized (Figure 11:(a),(b)) and transform into 
martensite after cooling (Figure 11:(d),(e)). Figure 
11:(c) shows that almost all the austenite has been 
transformed, retaining the workpiece a very small 
amount of  this phase fraction.

Another industrial technique used in the heat 
treatment of  gears is flame hardening. This pro-
cedure can be used for both small and large gears. 
Usually, two techniques can be utilized: spinning 
and progressive heating ([12, 13]).

Figure 12:(a)-(f) show some numerical results 
corresponding to a flame hardening simulation. 
A more uniform contour can be observed in this 
case for both the austenite and martensite pro-
files, which is in good agreement with experimen-
tal results.

CONCLUSIONS
Some simplified mathematical models arising in 
the industrial processes of  steel heat treating have 

been used for the numerical simulation of  the 
hardening (induction or flame) of  a helical gear. 
The numerical simulations have been performed 
with freeware packages available in the Internet, 
namely Freefem++, TetGen and gmsh. We have 
described how to do, step by step, a 3D mesh for 
a helical gear. This presentation should be consid-
ered at an academic level. We have tried to put 
in evidence the potentiality and performance of  
Freefem++ as a useful FEM tool to carry out fast 
and efficient numerical simulations in a complex 
3D geometry. Of  course, it is possible to consider 
more sophisticated models for the description of  
the industrial processes of  steel heat treating. For 
instance, by including mechanical effects, defor-
mations, stresses, etc., other phase fractions such 
as bainite and pearlite. This does not represent a 
constraint to Freefem++ since it can handle more 
complicate situations. Though the 3D meshes 
used here are coarse, in general the numerical 
results are in good agreement with known experi-
mental results. We hope that the reader gives a 
try to these packages and convinces himself  of  its 
easy-to-use, versatility, robustness and efficiency.
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at the end of the cooling stage t = 15 s.

Figure 9: Coil-gear setting.
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Figure 10: Cube-coil-gear setting.

Figure 12: Flame Hardening. (a) Austenite at the end 
of the heating stage t = 5:5 s. (b) Austenite at the end 
of the heating stage t = 5:5 s. (c) Temperature at the 
end of the heating stage t = 5:5 s. (d) Martensite at 
the end of the cooling stage t = 15 s. (e) Martensite at 
the end of the cooling stage t = 15 s. (f) Temperature 
at the end of the cooling stage t = 15 s. 
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